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We report on self-induced switchings between multiple distinct space–time patterns in the dynam-
ics of a spatially extended excitable system. These switchings between low-amplitude oscillations,
nonlinear waves, and extreme events strongly resemble a random process, although the system is
deterministic. We show that a chaotic saddle—which contains all the patterns as well as channel-like
structures that mediate the transitions between them—is the backbone of such a pattern switching
dynamics. Our analyses indicate that essential ingredients for the observed phenomena are that
the system behaves like an inhomogeneous oscillatory medium that is capable of self-generating
spatially localized excitations and that is dominated by short-range connections but also features
long-range connections. With our findings, we present an alternative to the well-known ways to
obtain self-induced pattern switching, namely noise-induced attractor hopping, heteroclinic orbits,
and adaptation to an external signal. This alternative way can be expected to improve our under-
standing of pattern switchings in spatially extended natural dynamical systems like the brain and
the heart.
PACS numbers: 05.45.Xt, 05.90.+m, 89.75.Kd, 89.75.Hc
I. INTRODUCTION
Pattern formation processes in spatially extended non-
linear systems have been a long-standing topic of exten-
sive theoretical and experimental research [1, 2]. Patterns
that are fixed in space can be either time-independent like
Turing patterns in biology [3], chemistry [4–6] and ecol-
ogy [7, 8] or time-dependent like convection rolls in hy-
drodynamics [9]. Another prominent example of pattern
formation concerns nonlinear waves in neuroscience [10]
and in the Belousov–Zhabotinsky reaction [11, 12]. More
recently the formation of localized structures in spa-
tially extended systems has been studied using paradig-
matic models like the complex Ginzburg–Landau equa-
tion [13], the Swift–Hohenberg equation [14], or networks
of bistable elements [15]. Examples of patterns in na-
ture are vegetation patterns in semiarid areas [16, 17],
patterns of mussels on tidal flats [18, 19], waves, bursts
and other spontaneous activities in the brain [20–23] and
the heart [24], or circulation patterns in the atmosphere
[25, 26] and in the ocean [27, 28].
While most of these patterns correspond to single at-
tractors to which all initial conditions converge, there are
also several systems in nature that possess coexisting at-
tractors corresponding to different stable space–time pat-
terns. Which of these patterns is finally realized depends
crucially on the initial conditions. As an example we men-
tion the bistable vegetation model describing stripes and
spots of vegetation in a desert which can coexist with the
state of bare soil [29].
Moreover, natural systems often exhibit a switching
between different patterns, which can occur due to dif-
ferent reasons. Here we do not refer to pattern changes
that occur because one pattern loses stability and an-
other pattern gains it due to a change of an external
parameter. A vast literature on the mathematical treat-
ment of such bifurcations exists [1] and they have also
been studied in natural systems like ecosystems or the
climate system, where they are often called regime shifts
or tipping points, respectively [30–32]. We also do not re-
fer to cases, in which certain parts of a system exhibit a
switching of patterns, but the system regarded as a whole
remains in a state where different local patterns coexist,
such as spatiotemporal intermittency [33], spatiotempo-
ral chaos [34], or moving chimera states [35].
By contrast, several natural systems exhibit intermit-
tent pattern switchings that affect the whole system
and cannot be attributed to a parameter change. The
main characteristic of these switchings is the irregular-
ity in their timing. They have been observed amongst
others in Rayleigh–Bénard convection [9], the nonlinear
Schrödinger equation [36], in random networks of spiking
neurons [37, 38], and in the complex Ginzburg–Landau
equation [39, 40] and a modification thereof [41]. If a cer-
tain pattern in such a system is sufficiently rare, short-
lived, and can be related to a strong impact, it may be
regarded as an extreme event [42, 43].
There are three known mechanisms for such switchings:
• In a multistable system, i.e., a system in which sev-
eral attractors coexist, small noise can kick the dy-
namics away from an attractor to the boundary of
its basin, from which the dynamics will either re-
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2turn to the previous one or move to another attrac-
tor and thus the pattern will switch. This noise-
induced switching process, which is also called at-
tractor hopping [44] or chaotic itinerancy [45, 46],
has been found in spatially extended systems gov-
erned, e.g., by the complex Ginzburg–Landau equa-
tion [47], but also in neuron networks [48], genetic
networks [49], networks of phase oscillators [50]
or chemical systems [51], where this phenomenon
is denoted as intermittent chemical turbulence. A
common property of all those noise-induced switch-
ings is the exponential distribution of the residence
times in the vicinity of a specific attractor [52, 53],
i.e., of the pattern durations.
• If the system possesses a heteroclinic orbit, a typi-
cal trajectory traverses the neighborhood of all sad-
dle states connected by this orbit [54, 55] and thus
the dynamics switches between the corresponding
patterns. While the sequence of saddle states is al-
ways the same, the time spent close to each of them
increases as time goes by, being infinite on the het-
eroclinic orbit itself. Among the best-studied sys-
tems of this kind are neuronal systems, where such
a sequential activity has been successfully mod-
eled [56, 57] and related to experimental observa-
tions [58].
• As a third mechanism, we mention the adapta-
tion to an external signal, which is extensively dis-
cussed with respect to perception processes in the
brain [37]. Here, the basic assumption is that either
the adaptation to a time-dependent stimulus [59] or
the competition between different activity regimes
for a fixed stimulus [60] gives rise to an intermittent
switching between different neuronal patters.
In this paper we show that the collective dynamics
of complex networks of excitable units can exhibit self-
induced intermittent switchings between multiple space–
time patterns that are neither related to a heteroclinic
orbit nor are they induced by noise or an external signal.
The space–time patterns we observe are low-amplitude
oscillations, nonlinear waves, and short-lived extreme
events. We show that the switching dynamics is facil-
itated by channel-like structures on a chaotic saddle
that contains all the patterns. We attribute this pattern
switching to two properties of the system: (i) the capa-
bility of assuming a state in which it resembles an inho-
mogeneous, oscillatory medium and in which it can self-
generate spatially localized excitations and (ii) the dom-
inance of short-range connections and a certain amount
of long-range connections.
In Sec. II we explain the employed model and phe-
nomenologically describe the switching dynamics. We in-
vestigate in Sec. III how control parameters influence the
dynamics, and in Sec. IV, we analyze recurrences and
lifetimes of patterns. In Sec. V, we present the chaotic
saddle and investigate its internal structure. In Sec. VI,
we discuss our findings, before we draw our conclusions.
II. MODEL AND FIRST OBSERVATIONS
As a paradigmatic model for excitability, we consider
diffusively coupled FitzHugh–Nagumo oscillators [61, 62],
which we denote as units. Unless mentioned otherwise,
our system consists of n = 10000 such units, each of
which we associate with one node of an unweighted, undi-
rected small-world network [63] based on an 100×100 lat-
tice with cyclic boundary conditions (torus). We connect
each unit to each other unit within a two-dimensional
sphere of local influence and choose the radius such that
the sphere contains m = 60 units. Each connection was
rewired with a probability of p = 0.2, i.e., it was re-
moved and replaced by a connection between two ran-
domly chosen units (avoiding self-connections and dupli-
cate connections). The dynamics of unit i is governed by
the following differential equations:
x˙i = xi(a− xi)(xi − 1)− yi + k
m
n∑
j=1
Aij(xj − xi),
y˙i = bixi − cyi. (1)
xi is the excitatory and yi the inhibitory variable. The
constant internal parameters are a = −0.0276 and
c = 0.02; bi is drawn from the uniform distribution on[
0.01− 12∆b, 0.01 + 12∆b
]
for each i, with ∆b = 0.008.
A ∈ {0,1}n×n is the adjacency matrix of the small-world
network, and the coupling strength is the quotient of
k = 0.128 and m.
The system was realized and integrated with the soft-
ware package Conedy [64], using an adaptive Runge–
Kutta–Fehlberg procedure. We exemplarily checked that
the following observations are neither specific to the cho-
sen integrator nor the numerical accuracy. Initial con-
ditions were chosen independently for each unit from a
normal distribution with mean 0.34 and standard devi-
ation 0.60 for xi and mean 0.15 and standard deviation
0.1 for yi. We are confident that this choice does not af-
fect the range of observable dynamical behaviors, as the
initial conditions covered about half of that part of the
phase space that is relevant to our dynamics.
If a unit with any of the possible bi were uncoupled, it
would exhibit periodic oscillations, and if the parameter b
were homogeneous, all units would exhibit this behavior
even if coupled, being in complete synchrony. Coupling
and inhomogeneity together, however, have an inhibitory
influence on every individual unit and cause it to exhibit,
in general, an excitable behavior, which we will describe
in detail in the following.
In the first and second row of Fig. 1, we show a typical
temporal evolution of the average value of the first dy-
namical variable, x¯ = 1n
∑n
i=1 xi and the number e of ex-
cited units (i.e., units with xi exceeding a certain thresh-
old) along with snapshots of the individual units’ xi (bot-
tom row; see also animation in the ancilliary files). We
observe the system’s dynamics to switch between three
different space–time patterns, which we detail in the fol-
lowing based on this exemplary trajectory:
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FIG. 1. (First to third row): Exemplary temporal evolutions of x¯, of the number e of units with xi > 0.4 (“excited units”) and
of an estimate λ of the largest local Lyapunov exponent (temporal evolution smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with a width of
30 to improve readability). The line colors indicate the patterns as automatically classified (blue: A, low-amplitude oscillations;
green: B, waves; red: C, extreme events). These patterns are also indicated at the very top with pattern C being indicated
with a vertical line. (Bottom) Snapshots of the spatial distribution of xi(t) at times corresponding to selected local minima and
maxima of x¯ (from left to right): adjacent minimum and maximum around t = 5000, the maximum during the event around
t = 10000, the minimum before the event around t = 30000 and the maximum during that event. Units are represented by
pixels, which are arranged according to the lattice underlying the small-world network and whose color encodes the value of
the respective xi. (See the the ancilliary file for an animation for the entire shown time period.)
For 0 < t / 10000, waves of excitation propagate
over the torus. Such waves are a common behavior for
excitable media [12]. Wavefronts grow in spirals and are
partially, but not fully destroyed upon collision with each
other and due to the remaining excitation the waves do
not die out. This behavior roughly repeats about every
300 time units (which we refer to as a repetition in the
following) with the deviations from strict periodicity in-
cluding a slow wandering of spiral centers.
At t ≈ 10000, small localized regions of units become
excited simultaneously without a wavefront propagating
over them. The size of these regions quickly increases with
each repetition, which finally culminates in an extreme
event at t ≈ 10754 where almost all units become excited
simultaneously and x¯ exhibits an unusually large value.
This excitation subsequently dies out, leaving only a few
excited units, from which wavefronts start to propagate
once more, resulting in a behavior similar to that seen
for 0 < t / 10000.
Approaching t ≈ 27000, there is a decrease of the
minimal number of excited units during each repetition;
this decrease occurs after two wavefronts have almost
canceled out each other. At t ≈ 27000 the two wave-
fronts eventually fully cancel out each other upon colli-
sion, leaving no excited unit in the system. Afterwards,
for 27000 / t / 31000, all units perform roughly syn-
chronous low-amplitude oscillations with a period
length of about 70 time units. The envelope of these
oscillations exhibits an irregular sawtooth-like behavior
with a small patch of units getting shortly excited at
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FIG. 2. Exemplary temporal evolutions of x¯ for the attractors A, B and C.
its local maxima but without starting a propagating ex-
citation [65]. At t ≈ 31000, this excitation extends to
more units than before, and subsequently almost all units
become excited simultaneously, constituting another ex-
treme event. Afterwards, all units become refractory, no
excited units remain in the system, and the system re-
turns to low-amplitude oscillations. At t ≈ 32000, a small
patch of units become excited during the low-amplitude
oscillations in the aforementioned manner. Instead of
ceasing or spreading quickly, these excitations propagate
in a wave-like manner leading to a behavior comparable
to that for 0 < t / 10000. From then on, we only ob-
serve space–time patterns and switchings between them
as already described.
To analyze this switching process, we formulate crite-
ria that allow to automatically distinguish the observed
space–time patterns. For this purpose, we employ param-
eters θE, θD, and θW, which are related to characteristic
time scales of the patterns’ dynamics:
Pattern C – extreme events: A time interval begin-
ning with x¯ rising above xthr and with a length
of exactly θE. If another occurrence of pattern C
would begin less than a time span θD after the end
of the last instance of this pattern, we regard both
occurrences and the time in between as a single oc-
currence of pattern C.
Pattern B – waves: A time interval longer than θW
during which e ≥ 1 and no extreme event happens.
Pattern A – low-amplitude oscillations: A time
interval during which the criteria for patterns C
and B are not met.
Note that by these definitions, two occurrences of one
pattern need to be separated by an occurrence of another
pattern.
In the following, we set xthr = 0.4, which corresponds
to the threshold of excitation of a single unit. θE = 90
corresponds to the typical duration of a single extreme
event (as identified by its excursion in phase space). To
capture possible sequences of extreme events in short suc-
cession as one occurrence of pattern C, we set θD = 280.
Setting θW = 560 guarantees that the wave state exhibits
at least one repetition (see above) as θW is larger than
the time a wavefront needs to travel around the torus
and larger than the average observed repetition time.
Hereby, we avoid to identify as pattern B short-lived ex-
citations occurring frequently during low-amplitude os-
cillations as well as short-lived excitations at the begin-
ning and after extreme events. Our results were robust
to small changes to xthr, θD and θW and not affected at
all by small changes to θE.
We indicate the patterns as automatically classified ac-
cording to the above definitions with different line colors
and labels atop of Fig. 1. For this and other examples,
these comply with the results of visual inspection. We re-
fer to a behavior as exemplified in Fig. 1, i.e., the system
switching between all three patterns (A, B, and C), as
pattern switching.
As a first indicator that the patterns also differ dynam-
ically, we show an instantaneous estimate of the largest
local Lyapunov exponent λ in the third row of Fig. 1
(cf. [67, 68]; see Appendix A for details). We observe a
characteristic difference in the temporal evolution of λ
between longer lasting occurrences of pattern A and B:
While in both cases, λ exhibits oscillations, these are
slower, have a higher amplitude and a tangens-like shape
for pattern A [66]. The largest time-averaged Lyapunov
exponent of the dynamics is positive (0.0065, see Ap-
pendix A), indicating a chaotic dynamics.
In order to shed light on possible mechanisms of pat-
tern switching, we analyze characteristics of the dynamics
as well as their dependencies on properties of the system
using long trajectories (Sec. III: 5 · 104 time units, dis-
carding 1.5 · 105 initial time units [69]; Secs. IV and V:
2 · 106 time units, discarding 104 initial time units).
If only one pattern occurred during the observation
time, we consider the dynamics to have converged to
an attractor. We can distinguish three types of such at-
tractors (see Fig. 2), which we refer to as low-amplitude
oscillations (A), traveling waves (B) and global oscilla-
tions (C). Attractor A has the same characteristics as
pattern A, which occurs within pattern switching, and
can thus be considered its stable counterpart (like, e.g.,
stable and unstable fixed points). An attractor of type B
corresponds to a single straight wavefront spanning the
whole underlying torus. There are at least eight coexist-
ing attractors of this type, which differ in the orienta-
tion of the wave (one for each cardinal and intercardinal
5direction). In contrast to the straight wavefronts of at-
tractor B, wavefronts occurring during pattern B within
pattern switching are spiral-shaped and have a smaller
length. Attractors of type C are periodic, global mixed-
mode oscillations [71]. Each of their high-amplitude oscil-
lations resembles a single event, as seen during pattern C
within pattern switching. In contrast to attractor C, pat-
tern C usually consists of only one such event (or at most
six). Almost all trajectories identified with attractor B
and all trajectories identified with attractor C were pe-
riodic according to the test proposed in Ref. [72]. More-
over, all investigated instances of these attractors have
a time-averaged largest Lyapunov exponent of zero (see
Appendix A).
III. IMPACT OF THE COUPLING TOPOLOGY
AND INHOMOGENEITY
Based on previous observations [74, 75], we conjecture
that the coupling topology and inhomogeneities in the
units might be important ingredients for pattern switch-
ing to occur. In the following, we investigate the influence
of these properties on the dynamics of the system.
A. Coupling topology
The topology of our network is determined by two
properties: the number of long-range connections, which
is controlled by the rewiring probability p, and the maxi-
mum radius of short-range connections, which can be ma-
nipulated by resizing the sphere of local influence (viam).
Amount of long-range connections – Let us first dis-
cuss, how pattern switching or convergence to an attrac-
tor is affected by the amount of long-range connections
(left panel of Fig. 3). If the coupling topology features
only short-range connections (p = 0.0), the predomi-
nant dynamics is a convergence to the low-amplitude-
oscillations attractor (A). If we add long-range connec-
tions, we observe the following sequence of regimes in
parameter space, (as characterized by their predominant
dynamics): traveling waves (B), pattern switching, and
finally global oscillations (C). The latter manifests as a
11 mixed-mode oscillation [70] and lasts all the way to a
random network (p = 1.0, not shown).
We explain the observed sequence of regimes as fol-
lows: With an increasing inhomogeneity of the coupling,
some units have a lower number of connections (degree).
Such a unit is less “held back” via the diffusive coupling
and can thus get excited more easily. This effect may in
turn tip the scales for certain units, which already have
properties beneficial for excitation (e.g., a low bi), such
that they can become excited from time to time. These
units form the source of a patch of excitation that can
start a spiral wave or extreme event. This allows tra-
jectories to escape from attractor A and thus makes it
less prevalent when the inhomogeneity of the coupling
is increased. Attractor B (traveling waves) also becomes
less prevalent with the increase of irregularities in the
coupling topology, as they facilitate wave patterns to be
non-periodic, which in turn makes them likely to eventu-
ally cease by wavefronts canceling out one another or to
culminate in an extreme event. Finally, extreme events
(pattern C) and global oscillations (attractor C) being
facilitated by long-range connections is in accordance to
our observations from Sec. II: Due to long-range connec-
tions, excitations can advance more quickly and excite
other units than they would in case of only short-range
connections, thus causing events.
Size of the sphere of local influence – Secondly, we in-
vestigate the impact of the size of the sphere of local in-
fluence on pattern switching by modifying the number m
of units that constitute the sphere (data not shown). If
we enlarge the sphere’s size by up to 50%, we again ob-
serve pattern switching with all three patterns. On the
other hand, shrinking the sphere of local influence leads
to more frequent self-generated excitations, which results
in global oscillations (C). In line with our above explana-
tion, this can be related to an increasing portion of units
with a comparably low degree [73]. Massively enlarging
the sphere of local influence, however, results in a com-
pletely coupled network, which only exhibits a switching
between patterns A and C, but no wave-like phenomena
comparable to pattern B [74, 75].
Dimension of the underlying lattice – Lastly, we ad-
dress the question whether pattern switching can also
be observed on one-dimensional lattices (with n = 100
and m = 8, which corresponds to one row of our two-
dimensional lattice, or with n = 10000 and m = 60). On
these networks, we still observe patterns A and C as well
as switchings between them. However, those systems do
not exhibit a one-dimensional analogue to pattern B with
a long but finite duration. This is to be expected inso-
far as any wave-like phenomena comparable to pattern B
can either only travel a finite distance before extinguish-
ing each other upon collision or will travel unimpededly
forever.
B. Parameter inhomogeneity
We now discuss the estimated relative frequencies of
adopted attractors and pattern switchings depending
on parameter inhomogeneity (right panel of Fig. 3).
When the units become more inhomogeneous, we ob-
serve the following sequence of regimes in parameter
space: 10 global oscillations (attractor C), pattern switch-
ing, 11 global oscillations (attractor C), again pattern
switching and finally low-amplitude oscillations (attrac-
tor A). The regimes dominated by pattern switching and
11 global oscillations feature a small fraction of realiza-
tions exhibiting traveling waves (attractor B).
Our observations demonstrate that control-parameter
inhomogeneity suppresses a strongly synchronized dy-
namics (10 global oscillations). However, if the inho-
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FIG. 3. Stacked histograms showing the relative number of trajectories exhibiting either pattern switching (yellow, solid) or
convergence to one of the attractors A, B, or C (A, low-amplitude oscillations: blue, north-east diagonals; B, traveling waves:
green, south-east diagonals; C, global oscillations: red, cross-hatched). Left: Influence of rewiring probability (p, bin size: 0.01)
with a fixed parameter inhomogeneity (∆b = 0.008); Right: Influence of parameter inhomogeneity (∆b, bin size: 0.0001) with
a fixed rewiring probability (p = 0.2). For each value of p and ∆b, the total number of trajectories was 80 (except for p < 0.1
and p > 0.24, where it was 40). For each of those trajectories, we employ a different realization of the coupling topology
(corresponding to that p) and of the inhomogeneity (corresponding to that ∆b). In the right panel, narrow cross-hatching
indicates 10 global oscillations, and wide cross-hatching indicates 11 global oscillations [73]. The black thick line is the event
rate (number of times at which x¯ rises above xthr divided by the observation time) averaged over all realizations. Almost all
trajectories exhibiting pattern switching featured all three patterns A, B and C.
mogeneity is too high, dynamics involving excitations,
namely patterns B and C as well as attractors B and C,
do not occur. This can be explained by a larger por-
tion of units being comparably difficult to excite (due
to having a high value of bi, which governs how strong
the inhibitory variable yi reacts to the excitatory vari-
able xi) and thus may suppress the formation of patches
of excitation or the spread of excitations. Thus dynam-
ical behaviors other than low-amplitude oscillations are
suppressed and attractor A becomes dominant.
The fact that a regime with a dominance of global
oscillations separates the regimes with a dominance of
pattern switching suggests that the latter occurs in be-
tween different mixed-mode-oscillatory windows in pa-
rameter space, corresponding to several attractors of
type C. Those windows are “smeared out” due to the in-
fluence of the system’s realizations. This resembles pre-
vious findings on irregular extreme events occurring in
chaotic windows in between mixed-mode-oscillatory win-
dows [75]. Finally, in contrast to the dependence on the
coupling inhomogeneity (see Fig. 3, left), there is no
control-parameter inhomogeneity for which most realiza-
tions exhibit convergence to attractors of type B. This
suggests that, in contrast to inhomogeneities in the cou-
pling topology, parameter inhomogeneities are not rele-
vant for attractor B losing or attaining prevalence by the
presence or absence, respectively, of the switchings B→A
and B→C.
Summarizing this section, we conclude that a
two-dimensional coupling topology containing both,
short- and long-range connections, a moderately sized
sphere of local influence, and a certain amount of inho-
mogeneity in control parameters are required for pattern
switching between all three patterns to occur in the sys-
tem.
IV. RECURRENCES AND LIFETIMES
Next we investigate whether regularities can be iden-
tified in the lifetimes of patterns and in the pattern se-
quence. From 100 trajectories of the same system as in
Sec. II but with different initial conditions, we observe
pattern switching in 92 cases. In 6 cases, the trajectory
converges to attractor C (11 global oscillations); and in
2 cases, it converges to attractor B (traveling waves).
This suggests that attractor C has the larger basin of
attraction.
The distributions of lifetimes of patterns A and B
(Fig. 4) are nearly exponential and thus resemble those
for a Poisson process, the strongest deviation being a
surplus of short occurrences of pattern B. Occurrences
of pattern C have a much lower typical lifetime, com-
prising only one extreme event in the majority of cases
and six extreme events at most. The respective waiting
times between occurrences of pattern A and B are also
nearly exponentially distributed (Fig. 4), which is to be
expected given the exponentially distributed lifetimes of
patterns B and A, respectively, and the comparably short
lifetimes of pattern C.
Testing for regularities in the pattern sequence, we find
that the sequence can be described by a second-order
Markov process without a longer-lasting memory (Ta-
ble I). We also simulated the pattern sequence as gener-
ated by this Markov chain and assigned each occurrence
of a pattern a random lifetime from the corresponding
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FIG. 4. (Black) Histograms of pattern durations and waiting times (end to beginning) between subsequent occurrences of one
pattern in 100× 2 · 106 time units. For the former, only patterns that began and ended during the observation time were taken
into account. (Red) The same averaged over 200 simulations of the pattern sequences (of the same length as the originally
observed pattern sequences) as second-order Markov chains with durations of patterns randomly assigned from the respective
distributions shown in the left half. Occurrences of pattern C that are longer than θE = 90 are due to a few events occurring
in short succession. They contain at most six events and make up for less than 5% of all occurrences of pattern C.
pattern sequence occurrences probability
B→A→B 451 0.25
B→A→C 1369 0.75
C→A→B 3592 0.25
C→A→C 10534 0.75
A→B→A 1511 0.37
A→B→C 2545 0.63
C→B→A 314 0.38
C→B→C 520 0.62
A→C→A 11711 0.98
A→C→B 249 0.02
B→C→A 2477 0.81
B→C→B 588 0.19
TABLE I. Number of occurrences of length-3 subsequences
of the pattern sequence in 100 × 2 · 106 time units and their
respective probabilities given a fixed middle pattern. Only
for subsequences with pattern C (event) in the middle, does
the last pattern significantly depend on the first one (Fisher’s
exact test [77], Bonferroni-corrected, significance level 0.05).
For longer subsequences (up to length 18), no comparable
dependencies were found.
distribution. The resulting distributions of waiting times
are in good accordance with the distribution of waiting
times observed for our system (see Fig. 4).
Our findings show that the pattern sequence as well as
the termination of individual patterns strongly resemble
random processes. On the other hand, pattern switching
as a whole appears to be a transient dynamics, possibly
supertransients [78] or stable chaos [79].
V. MANIFOLDS AND PHASE SPACE
We now discuss pattern switching in our system from
a dynamical point of view, analyzing the structure of the
phase space and the possible arrangements of stable and
unstable manifolds, which would support the observed
switching dynamics. In the following, we demonstrate
that a large chaotic saddle containing the three space–
time patterns connected by channel-like structures is the
backbone of the pattern-switching dynamics.
A chaotic saddle is a complicated, possibly fractal set
in phase space on which the dynamics is chaotic, but
which has the character of a saddle, i.e., it possesses sta-
ble and unstable manifolds (more precisely, foliations)
comparable with stable and unstable manifolds of a sad-
dle point. Since the chaotic saddle is an unstable invari-
ant set, the trajectory will finally escape and converge to
an attractor [80]. The emergence and characteristics of
a chaotic saddle in transient spatiotemporal chaos have
been reported previously at the transition to turbulence
in shear flows [81, 82], reaction-diffusion systems [83], in
the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation [84] and in neu-
ronal networks [85]. Most of these examples, however,
have in common that the chaotic saddle is characterized
by one type of spatiotemporal dynamics. Recently it has
been reported that in transient spatiotemporal chaos the
alternation between two different space–time patterns ei-
ther on the whole spatial domain [86] or on two subdo-
mains [41] can be observed. By contrast, the chaotic sad-
dle identified here has a more complicated structure since
it contains three different space-time patterns and an ir-
regular switching between them mediated by channel-like
structures in phase space. To our knowledge, such a sad-
dle has not been described before and extends the notion
of a chaotic saddle in spatially extended systems. In the
following, we unravel the internal structure of this chaotic
saddle and with it the mechanism of pattern switching
observed before the trajectory converges to one of the
attractors of type B (traveling waves) or C (global oscil-
lations), respectively.
In Fig. 5, we present a projection of our system’s 20000-
dimensional dynamics onto a two-dimensional phase-
space using the mean values x¯ and y¯ over all oscillators
in the network. The chaotic saddle in our system extends
over most of the phase space and contains the three dis-
tinct space-time patterns A, B, and C, which are depicted
with different colors in the upper left panel of Fig. 5. The
attractors to which some of the trajectories escape are
shown in the upper middle panel of Fig. 5. In this pro-
jection onto a two-dimensional space, it seems that at-
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FIG. 5. (Top left): Scatterplot of x¯ and y¯ for 100 trajectories (the same as used for Fig. 4 and Tab. I) with the point color
indicating the respective pattern (blue: A, green: B, red: C), excluding trajectory segments from the attractors. (Top middle):
Same, only with data from the attractors B (traveling waves) and C (11 global oscillations). There are two distinct attractors
for traveling waves (B1 and B2), one manifested as a horizontally traveling wavefront, one manifested as a diagonally traveling
wavefront. Note that their phase-space projections are almost a point, because x¯ and y¯ change only little over one period.
Attractor A was not observed for this realization of the coupling topology and control-parameter inhomogeneity. (Middle and
bottom row): Same with data only from 50 time units before switchings between patterns. (Top right): Sketch of stable and
unstable manifolds (black) associated with the fix point at the origin and typical trajectories (colors encode patterns as above,
trajectories corresponding to switchings are shown in blended colors). (All panels): Insets show zooms of the respective plots.
Trajectories are generally directed counter-clockwise.
9tractor C (global oscillations) surrounds the chaotic sad-
dle, which in turn surrounds the attractors of type B
(traveling waves).
To understand how trajectories can switch between
the different patterns contained in the chaotic saddle,
we have to investigate its internal structure in detail. To
this end, we single out trajectory segments correspond-
ing to time intervals just before switching. Trajectory
segments for the switching A→C all pass through a very
narrow channel-like structure (Fig. 5, bottom left). Sim-
ilar channel-like structures were described before to un-
derlie generation of extreme events [74, 75]. The channel-
like structure for A→B (Fig. 5, middle left) is at first
almost parallel, very close, though not overlapping with
the channel-like structure for A→C, before it branches
off to a different direction. This is in accordance with our
observation that those two switchings are very similar
phenomenologically (see Sec. II) as they both originate
from small patches of excitation.
The channel-like structures for the switchings B→A
and B→C appear to be broader in this projection onto a
two-dimensional space. For B→A, the trajectory comes
very close to the saddle fixed point at the origin (0,0).
This behavior corresponds to the observation from Sec. II
that no unit shows any excitation at this point.
For the switchings from pattern C, we find again
channel-like structures for C→A and a less narrow one for
C→B (Fig. 5, right middle and bottom). The similarity of
these channels is in accordance with the phenomenologi-
cal similarity of the switchings, which both result from a
large number of refractory units (see Sec. II). For these
switchings, the saddle fixed point at the origin and its sta-
ble and unstable manifolds appear to play a pronounced
role. Both these channels (C→A and C→B) come very
close to the saddle fixed point at the origin but seemingly
on two different sides of its stable manifold: If the trajec-
tory approaches the saddle fixed point beneath its stable
manifold, it turns to pattern A; if it approaches it above
the manifold, it turns to pattern B. Note that the saddle
fixed point and its stable and unstable manifolds are not
part of the chaotic saddle but pertinent for its location
in phase space.
Putting all these channel-like structures together, we
sketch in the upper right panel of Fig. 5, a comprehensive
description of the mechanisms of pattern switching illus-
trating the pathways of switchings on the chaotic saddle
and highlighting the crucial role of the saddle fixed point
and its stable manifold which acts as a junction. Please
note that the sketch represents the patterns in an ab-
stract form not reflecting their proper shape.
VI. DISCUSSION
We reported on a self-induced switching between more
than two distinct space–time patterns—low-amplitude
oscillations, nonlinear waves, and extreme events—on a
spatially extended excitable system. This phenomenon is
neither caused by a heteroclinic orbit, as the patterns
succeed each other randomly, nor by an external signal
or noise, as the latter do not exist in our model. We
studied pattern switching from different points of view—
phenomenologically, statistically, as well as dynamically
and geometrically—, which yielded a coherent picture of
the underlying mechanism and crucial ingredients.
Our findings imply that the observed pattern switch-
ing is a very long transient on a chaotic saddle that con-
tains all three distinct space–time patterns, connected by
channel-like structures mediating the switching. Such a
configuration has, to our knowledge, not yet been demon-
strated, and it extends the usual notion of a chaotic sad-
dle in spatially extended systems, in the sense that it
provides a mechanism for switchings between more than
two distinct space-time patterns. Transient spatiotempo-
ral chaos studied in other systems governed by a chaotic
saddle usually exhibits one type of dynamics [87, 88] or at
most two alternative patterns as observed in a neuronal
network [86] or in a modified complex Ginzburg–Landau
equation on two spatial subdomains [41].
The aforementioned configuration may provide a gen-
eral mechanism for pattern switching in system classes
beyond spatially extended excitable systems. For the lat-
ter, our investigations revealed two system properties
that are crucial to obtain pattern switching:
• The units are inhomogeneous, but are all in the
oscillatory regime and, if coupled, they are capable
of self-generating localized excitations.
• The coupling topology is dominated by connections
that are short-ranged with respect to an at least
two-dimensional geometry, but also contains a cer-
tain amount of long-range connections.
The former capability, i.e., self-generating excitations,
was related to an interior crisis in other systems [74, 75].
However, these systems do not exhibit pattern switching
between more than two distinct space–time patterns, and
we also found no other straightforward simplification of
our system that does exhibit such a switching.
In the space of parameters that control the dynam-
ics of the individual units and the coupling topology of
our system, pattern switching covers a rather large region
that is surrounded by regimes where the trajectories con-
verge to attractors. Changing the number of long-range
connections or the control-parameter inhomogeneity (see
Sec. III) alters the arrangement of attractors and saddles
in phase space, particularly the location of their stable
and unstable manifolds. This in turn leads to the opening
of channel-like structures through which pattern switch-
ing is enabled.
The switching dynamics can further be elucidated by
borrowing concepts and properties for leaking chaotic
systems [89]. Such systems possess a transient chaotic
dynamics, whose trajectories eventually escape through
a leak, after an exponentially distributed life time. In our
system, each pattern is analogous to a leaking chaotic
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system (in particular, the life times of patterns A and B
are exponentially distributed) and the channel-like struc-
tures correspond to leaks. While for leaking chaotic sys-
tems, the sites and locations of leaks are explicitly pre-
scribed, the channel-like structures within the chaotic
saddle of our system appear due to changes of the ar-
rangement and location of attractors, saddles, and mani-
folds in phase space when control parameters are varied.
The size of the channel-like structures can be related to
the rate of emergence of extreme events in the same way
as mean escape times in leaking chaotic systems scale
with the size of the leak [75].
The existence of this chaotic saddle with embedded
channels, and thus the phenomenon of switching between
multiple patterns, is robust to moderate changes of con-
trol parameters. Moreover, the phenomenon is not tied
to a specific system size, as it occurred for systems with
about the half, double and quadruple number of units
(data not shown). Nevertheless, investigating the scaling
behavior in the characteristics of this phenomenon is an
open challenge due to computational constraints. Such an
investigation could reveal the dependence of the excessive
transient length on various parameters, such as the num-
ber of nonlocal couplings [90] and the system size [84, 91–
94]. The latter would allow to judge whether the chaotic
saddle turns into an attractor with the switching becom-
ing permanent for an infinitely large system [78, 79]. An
improved characterization of the chaotic saddle could be
obtained from computing escape times from the chaotic
saddle [80] and their dependence on the particular pat-
tern from which the escape happens.
Self-induced pattern switching may also be observed
for other dynamics of individual units, other types of
coupling, or other types of networks. With respect to
the latter, we expect other coupling topologies, such as
hierarchical or modular ones [95], which feature differ-
ent kinds of connections, to allow for similar phenomena.
As for the individual units, we chose them to be in an
oscillatory regime when uncoupled. This suggests, that
pattern switching might not be restricted to excitable
units but could be possible also in other systems where
each unit exhibits relaxation oscillations. However, such
systems should bear two additional properties: The cou-
pling should be such that it suppresses high-amplitude
oscillations in order to facilitate low-amplitude oscilla-
tions, and the system should be capable of self-generating
excitations.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Self-induced switchings between multiple different
space–time patterns, including extreme events, can be fa-
cilitated by a chaotic saddle that contains these patterns
and channel-like structures between them, allowing for
the switching. Such a mechanism offers an explanation for
the variety of observable dynamical behaviors and switch-
ings between them in natural systems. For spatially ex-
tended excitable systems, we show the self-generation of
extreme events from different space–time patterns and
their ending in possibly other space–time patterns. Such
a behavior is known for example for the heart and the
brain – spatially extended excitable systems with prop-
erties we found crucial for pattern switching. Indeed, the
heart and the brain exhibit switchings between patterns
associated with normal functioning [96] as well as be-
tween normal and pathological, extreme behaviors, such
as epileptic seizures [97, 98], migraine attacks [99, 100],
or atrial or ventricular fibrillations [101–103].
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Appendix A: Largest Lyapunov exponents
To estimate local and time-averaged largest Lyapunov
exponents, we employ the established approach of evolv-
ing a tangent vector parallel to the actual dynamics [104].
We rescale the tangent vector every τ time units and de-
note its length before rescaling at a time t as α(t). As
an estimate of the largest local Lyapunov exponent, we
use λ(t) := 1τ log(α(t+ τ)). As an estimate of the largest
time-averaged Lyapunov exponent, we average λ(t) over
an observation time of at least T = 200000 time units.
In both cases, we used τ = 1.0.
To determine the confidence of the sign of the largest
time-averaged Lyapunov exponent, we check whether the
mean of {λ(0), . . . , λ(T )} significantly deviates from 0
(Student’s one-sample t-test). If yes, we conclude the
Lyapunov exponent to have the corresponding sign, oth-
erwise we evaluate it to be zero. In all investigated cases
in which we conclude a signed Lyapunov exponent, the
error probability is 0 within the limits of numerical ac-
curacy; in all other cases, it is larger than 0.9.
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